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NAME ---

Congratulations on your final session for your MemGram® Level-XXX!

***

Great session but too long. We need to keep them to less than 30 minutes. You will get better at this as we do more sessions.

***

You should already be able to sense the increase of inner power. It is natural to feel it but not be sure exactly how to apply it. This is a normal feeling at this stage of your MemGram® Processing.

***

BETWEEN NOW AND THEN: Between now and next session, notice how the PPCE sets you up for the XXX. Your Invisible Belief System thinks that happiness for you is XXX. This is because your Stress Pattern wants to confuse you into believing that XXX (or not) or XXX (or not) is either missing from your life or the source of stress in your life. To do this, both your CAUSE and EFFECT words are used to create the hormone dump, however they are simply expressing the current dichotomy -- a dichotomy meant to confuse and distract you -- take you "to the movies". And, your Dragon wants you to take it personally -- poor me, woe is me, why me. Don't take the bait. It ain't personal! Look for this pattern and be able to laugh at it. Be happy that you see the pattern; don't get emotionally wrapped up in the movie. How can you respond differently? Make the physical move to EXPRESS YOUR PASSION.

INVISIBLE BELIEF SYSTEM: This Invisible Belief System at the cellular level is a result of what you could or couldn't do as a child and it continues to find PPCE today to play the same movie to suck you in and dump hormones. Make the connection to the past, not the present. The present day scenario is not the cause of anything. Don't react to it. It is just a trigger for reliving the past feelings. Don't take the bait this time. ACT. MAKE THE PHYSICAL MOVE to control it and seize the moment. How can you respond differently? Make the physical move to EXPRESS YOUR PASSION.

RECOGNIZE THE PATTERN: Recognize that it is the same feeling that you had when you were a child. See the situation for what it really is. It is NOT personal. Never was. Don't let it push your buttons. Take one MemGram® Processing step at a time. Learn to detach any emotional reaction to what you are experiencing. Learn to Laugh when you see it for what it really is. The PPCE are different but the feeling is the same. Your Invisible Belief System is hard at work. Your job is to make the invisible, visible, which
 
will finally destroy its ability to manipulate and control you. How can you respond differently?

PROJECT: Between now and next session, practice noticing the PPCE that attempts to trigger a  hormone dump associated with XXX (or not) or XXX (or not) to/with selected people who are important to you. This is the way to test your dormant innate ability to XXX instead of it being a button that can be pushed. This is who you really are which is why not being able to be-do-have it "presses your buttons". Expect the Stress Pattern resistance and practice being immune to it. See what is happening for what it really is -- out to push your buttons. The object is to BE or DO your Soul Pattern, to REPRESENT it, to make it REAL in your life and the life of the recipient. What does it LOOK LIKE to you? Be it, do it and you will find that you will HAVE more of it than you have ever had. Watch how the Stress Pattern rushes in to provide resistance to you getting this accomplished. Don't resist it, don't take it personally, just watch it and realize it for what it really is.

THE FIX IS IN: Every NOW moment in your life still exists as a screen shot of a moment in time. Just like a movie, this screen shot has a sound track. The sound track is your feelings and emotions at that time. What you have done in this session is to edit the soundtrack by applying the wisdom of today to that past image. You have forever altered your future by editing the past. Those who say you cannot change the past do not know about Knowing Your MemGram®. And, it is important to edit your past because your past determines your future.

***

ETERNAL LAW #1: I am here to learn what it feels like to be who I am not. But, once I truly know this, and stop taking it personally, I have the opportunity to Know My MemGram®, which will set me free to manifest my Soul Pattern. It is not personal. It has never been personal. The PPCE in my life are there because they are simply people playing various character roles in my life movie. They signed on to do their best at playing a role. It has nothing to do with me, except that the better they play their role the harder it is for me to NOT take it personal -- the test of a great movie, one that sucks you in to forgetting that you are NOT the character in the movie, you are the personality WATCHING the movie.

ETERNAL LAW #2: My body is addicted to the opposite of what my mind desires. This creates an IBS. Once I fully realize this it becomes easier to not take anything personally. Knowing My MemGram® allows me to see my addiction in action and allows me to depersonalize and emotionally detach from the outcome. The lack of hormone dumps eventually persuade the cells to change their Invisible Belief System, which changes my life.

ETERNAL LAW #3: The key to my success is discovering my Invisible Belief System and making the physical moves to create the life I want, knowing that if I do not, the default is going to happen and it isn't going to be pretty. I must never lose sight of the fact that I get what I need so that I can get what I want even though I do not always understand the time factor involved.

ETERNAL LAW #4: Everybody is always doing the best they can with the limited amount of awareness that they have at that time. This is a huge obstacle to "get past" for most people but you are already beginning to really "get" this and it will completely revolutionize your life. It is exciting to see your growth.

ETERNAL LAW #5: I always get what I need.   I never get more than I can handle if I simply Let Go and Let God. Physical existence IS because this is where we learn, grow and experience God's Grace and hopefully pay it forward to others. I must be thankful that I receive what I need so that I can get what I want.

ETERNAL LAW #6: There are no accidents. Everything is cause and effect. Everything happens for a reason. Just because you cannot see the reason, doesn't mean it isn't there. Knowing Your MemGram® rids your life of accidents.

ETERNAL LAW #7: What I resist, persists. Learn to go with the flow. Resisting only creates hormone dumps that give the wrong feedback to the cells. You can change your reality only by changing your
Mind. Don't resist -- understand why it is happening and change for the future. There is always a cause behind the effect. If you don't like the effect, change the cause.

ETERNAL LAW #8: I always do what I want to do. It is impossible for it to be any other way. When I say I would rather be doing something else, I am lying to myself. If I really wanted to be doing something else, I would be doing it. Simple as that. Doing what I want to do is powerful. Saying that I would rather be doing something else is allowing myself to "go to the movies", the land of illusion and it drains me of the power I have to be-do-have exactly what I want and deserve.

ETERNAL LAW #9: What I seek, I am. What I desire, I have. You are not at fault. If there was something more you could have done, you would have done it. You represent the Light for which so many others are seeking. It is up to them to make the physical move so that your Light can shine upon them. You should not feel rejected by PPCE over which you have no control.

ETERNAL LAW #10: I am what I am only to the extent that I allow myself to be it. My life is what it is only to the extent that I allow it to be.

ETERNAL LAW #11: I teach best what I most need to learn. Your Stress Pattern will try to use this against you. Watch for the PPCE in attendance at such moments and don't take the bait.   You are good at what you are good at and it is likely also something that pushes your buttons. Learn to be thankful for and to use that God-given talent to propel you into other desired areas that would otherwise be much harder to accomplish due to lack of finances or other reasons.

ETERNAL LAW #12: I have all the time I need. Impatience is the enemy. Efficiency is the key. Strive for increased efficiency instead of trying to be more patient. For 3 consecutive days, list all of the activities/tasks in which you were involved. Then group those activities into physical movements. There will likely be between 4-8 of them. Then prioritize the tasks under each physical movement. The night before, establish the next day's schedule that involves the physical movements. Treat each physical movement as a mini-day. When you reach the end of the allotted time for that mini-day stop and move to the next mini-day. Roll any remaining tasks over to the next day corresponding mini-day. Do not allow your schedule to be violated. You will be amazed at how efficient you become, how much your attitude improves and how much faster you propel yourself toward your goals. Like anything new, this will be difficult at first because PPCE will emerge to attempt to distract you and keep you from accomplishing your mini-days. Simply observe this and see how it fits into your Stress Pattern.

ETERNAL LAW #13: By standing up for my rights, I respect myself and gain respect from others.

ETERNAL LAW #14: By governing my life so I never hurt anyone, I end up hurting myself. Sometimes you have to determine how you want your life to be and then enforce it. The Stress Pattern will try to turn your enforcement around on you and make you out to be the bad person. Don't take the bait.

ETERNAL LAW #15: When I don't tell other people how their behavior negatively affects me, I deny them the opportunity to change their behavior. You can expand this to -- when I don't tell other people how their behavior is negatively affecting them, you deny them the opportunity to change their behavior. Sometimes hearing it from someone you respect is the impetus needed to permanently change.

ETERNAL LAW #16: When I do what I believe is right for me, I feel better about myself and have more satisfying relationships with others.

ETERNAL LAW #17: I am a spiritual being in a chemical body, electrically stimulated and emotionally controlled.

ETERNAL LAW #18: If I don’t know who I am, neither will my immune cells.

ETERNAL LAW #19: Any PPCE that attempts to prevent me from controlling myself is a suppressive entity that must be bypassed and avoided if I desire to program my thoughts and desires to control my
destiny.

ETERNAL LAW #20: Knowledge of the cause and correction of symptomatology is the first step to finding and controlling my Stress Pattern. The auto response deep within the DNA/RNA molecule can be controlled.

ETERNAL LAW #21: Inspecting what I expect is a requirement to get what I want.

ETERNAL LAW #22: The squeaky wheel gets the grease.

ETERNAL LAW #23: Out of sight results in out of mind.

ETERNAL LAW #24: I become (be-do-have) what I think about most of the time. As long as you are spending at least a daily uninterrupted 68-second focus on what it looks like and feels like to be-do-have what you want it is guaranteed to happen. Do not put a time-limit on it. You do not control the time. You only control the focus -- but the focus is everything. If you want it to happen faster, increase the number of 68-second sessions. That is the only thing you control and it is enough to produce the change you seek. Anytime you are getting what you don't want, you must realize that it is because your Invisible Belief System tricked you into focusing on what you don't want. This is a subtle thing that demands repeated attention if you are going to create your Mind's Desire.

ETERNAL LAW #25: How people view me is what they need me to be.

ETERNAL LAW #26: I get what I need so I can get what I want.

ETERNAL LAW #27: Doing the will of God is an exhibition of creature willingness to share the inner life with God -- the same God who made a creature life of inner meaning-value possible. The imitation of God is the key to perfection; the doing of his will is the secret of eternal life and of perfection in that survival.

ETERNAL LAW #29: God is more concerned about WHO you ARE than WHAT you DO.

ETERNAL LAW #30: Possession is based on consciousness. GAIN is the result of an accumulative consciousness. LOSS is the result of a scattered consciousness. MUCH gathers more. LOSS leads to greater loss.

ETERNAL LAW #31: Your Mind is creative. Your Life Experiences are the result of your habitual and predominant mental attitude. You get what you think about most of the time.

ETERNAL LAW #32: You must BE before you can DO and you can DO only to the extent which you ARE and what you ARE depends upon what you THINK. The result is that you HAVE or DON'T HAVE   because of what you DO or DON'T do.

ETERNAL LAW #33: You cannot express powers which you do not possess. The only way to secure possession of power is to become conscious of power. You can never become conscious of power until you learn that all power is from within.

ETERNAL LAW #34: There is an internal word; a world of thought and feeling and power; of light and life and beauty; and although invisible, its forces are mighty.

ETERNAL LAW #35: The internal world is governed by Mind. When you discover this world you shall find the solution for every problem, the cause for every effect.

ETERNAL LAW #36: Following your dreams can be highly expensive emotionally, financially, mentally, physically and spiritually, but your dreams are worth it all. You get what you choose. You can choose to live BIG or small.

ETERNAL LAW #37: The basic laws of the universe are simple, but because our senses are limited, we have difficulty grasping them. There is a pattern in creation. Every celestial body moves through space with the harmony of a violin moving through a Mozart symphony. The criterion of truth is that it be true under all conditions that it be the combination and sum of all relative observations.

ETERNAL LAW #38: You will never be free until you are able to direct your emotions to think logically. Only then can you control your environment and preserve your energy for creative work.

ETERNAL LAW #39: It is better to understand that to be understood. You do not need to be concerned about what happens after this life as long as while you are here you love yourself, love and serve God and your fellow man.

ETERNAL LAW #40: Life is an unfoldment, not a creation. What comes to you in your external world is what you already possess in your internal world.

ETERNAL LAW #41: There is more to giving than just doing. It is being: being happy, being principled, being considerate and understanding, being a friend in all ways. That kind of giving comes from within. It is the outer expression of Universal Love. Love is the world’s greatest antidote to selfishness.

ETERNAL LAW #42: It is easy to desire to be good, to progress, to change, but it only happens when you do the work necessary for the desired change. Wishful thinking never made anyone rich, beautiful or happy. Only honest accomplishment does that.

ETERNAL LAW #43: Go out to meet the thing you are afraid of, not with fear, but with love, and it will become your ally and not your foe. This is how you conquer anything which confronts you.

ETERNAL LAW #44: All of your troubles are cleaning processes,not punishing processes. They are not disease crises, they are healing crises. They are reactions following in the wake of your misconceptions of the goodness of the universe.

ETERNAL LAW #45: God created   you. You are God's highest creation. You are created after God's likeness. God has placed an unlimited wealth of resources at your disposal. God does not intend that you lack for anything you need. God wants you to be successful and to enjoy prosperity, mentally, socially, financially, spiritually and physically.


***

SCIENCE OF MANIFESTATION-1: There is a science to manifesting your dreams. The process begins with learning to see when you are "at the movies." This begins to happen naturally as the result of continuing your MemGram® Processing. The next step is to learn the Science of Manifestation. Below is a link to a 45-minute movie that is a great introduction to the Science of Manifestation. NOTE: This movie is confidential and may only be viewed by YOU and must not be passed on. The password is: CMP. I highly urge you to join GIN. It is one of the best repository of success tools available today: https://www.biri.org/memgram-movies/science-of-manifestation

***

SCIENCE OF MANIFESTATION-2: One hundred percent accuracy is the trademark of the most  proficient businesses, sports people, trade craftsmen and financiers of the world. GIN teaches and empowers its members to be some of the most elite professionals of the marketplace and world class citizens dedicated to uplift and inspire people in an honest, moral and ethical manner. GIN allows us the platform to express and reach our full potential so that we can Be, Do and Have the things we desire. The GIN curriculum teaches us that the objective of all levels of our training is to make us aware that we can reach and achieve our dreams. Our results are our measuring gage of how much of the GIN materials we are understanding and using.

Getting GIN within gives us power and clarity without. The more you engage in what I like to call “Higher Dimensional Living” or simply “Natural Living,” the more you find that life works in your favor. Life is not an Adventure; life is a creation. It only becomes an adventure when other people and circumstances are controlling and driving your life. Life is designed so that you are in control one hundred percent of that  time. It is not designed to let go of the steering wheel and let other people drive and direct your life. Who  is in control of your Life?   If you are studying your GIN curriculum daily and allowing it to absorb into your DNA, you will find that you are sitting in the driver’s seat of your life and live from a point of creation instead of looking at life of chaos which the masses refer to as an Adventure.

***

SCIENCE OF MANIFESTATION-3: There is a science to manifesting your dreams. The process begins with learning to see when you are "at the movies." This begins to happen naturally as the result of continuing your MemGram® Processing. The next step is to learn the Science of Manifestation. I listen to the GIN audios almost every day. They are fantastic for keeping you on track. I hope you are staying active and continuing to invest in yourself. There are hundreds of audios and movies available. I am currently moving through Level 2. I recommend that you listen to them in the order as presented. There are four important sections in The Success Master Course Level 1: How To Manifest Your Own Desires:

1)	The Success Mastery Course Level-1 -- 30 audios
2)	The Success Mastery Course Level-1 Webinars - 2 movies
3)	Training Tests - 2
4)	Additional Training - 118 titles
5)	The GIN Development Series - 126 audios
6)	Webinars - 116 movies
7)	Legacy Education - Numerous Titles
8)	Past Events - 64 audios

The Global Information Network (GIN) is the largest repository of Success Mastery training available anywhere in the world. I have spent 43 years exposing myself to Success Mastery education, ever since my miraculous transformation in 1970 in Denver after being exposed to this knowledge for the very first time. If you desire to truly learn how to Manifest Your Own Desires, I highly suggest you join and maintain an active membership in GIN and work your way through every one of these audios. Download every one of the audios and videos to your mp3 device or tablet and listen to them while you drive, walk, exercise or relax. When you finish that, move on to Level-2. The information is incredible, systematic and WORKS! http://gamgroup.myginclub.com

***

PROCESSING VOLTAGE RISK: Your MemGram® Level-XXX Processing Voltage Risk is XXX%. Processing Voltage Risk is similar to the Volatility rating, but, unlike the Volatility rating which has to do with each session, Processing Voltage Risk comes into play after your last Processing session for a MemGram® Level, when you are finished Processing a Chain.

"Processing" your Traumas causes a de-materialization of your OTS (Chain). When you dematerialize an OTS, the reaction you get is whatever your CAUSE is about. It is similar to the "jack in the box" effect. Processing the individual Traumas is like slowly turning the crank. When you have processed all your Traumas, and thereby dematerialized your OTS, the "jack in the box" springs up with great force. The amount of force can have varying degrees of impact on your life.

The Processing Voltage Risk Factor indicates the amount of risk involved and how much of an impact MemGram Processing this OTS is going to have on your life. The higher the factor, the more force the CAUSE will spring at you when you dematerialize this OTS. Thus, you can predict the intensity and type of real life experience that will happen to you. A high factor indicates a high need for SPRX to dampen the blow and to deal with the crisis. A low factor indicates a low "jack-in-the-box" effect. A high rating means that you need to be on the alert for a potentially damaging PPCE to occur. A mid-range rating means that you should see a noticeable PPCE occur. A low rating means that you can expect a relatively mildly impacting PPCE to occur. You can expect a crisis to manifest within 72 hours, for you, likely approximately XXX hours from the time of our final session for this MemGram® Level-XXX.

Be sure to let me know what the crisis was about. This may be your last chance to show the Drag-On that you are now the one in control and you are no longer going to allow yourself to be walked on like a door mat.

DETOXIFICATION NEED: Your MemGram® Level-XXX Detoxification Need rating is XXX%. This factor indicates the degree of need for detoxification. This may be on a physical or emotional level. The higher this factor is the more detoxification is needed. A high factor indicates a high need for SPRX. This may contribute to a highly volatile crisis at the end of Processing your Chain as the Drag-On attempts to squeeze whatever hormones he can from you.

DRAGON GRIP: Your MemGram® Level-XXX Dragon Grip is XXX%. This is a measurement of the
tightness of grip the Drag-On has on you. If he is worried about you catching on to his ways he will maintain a tight grip (high % factor). If he doesn't take you seriously he will maintain a loose grip (low % factor). He wants to maintain as loose a grip as possible so he doesn't have to work any harder than necessary. A mid-range rating means that you are somewhere in the middle regarding breaking free. A high % usually means that it may take a little extra effort to get free of the Drag-On and he will put up quite a fight. Expect this fight and don't react by taking it personally. Notice the feeling. Link it back to the Cause. See it for what it really is. A high Drag-On Grip % also means that, with the right PHYSICAL MOVES, it will be easy for you to break free. This is why he is holding on so tightly. It was all about intimidating you into not taking control over your life. A high factor indicates a high need for SPRX®. A low % means it will be relatively easy to get free of the Drag-On. Go for it!

***

THE SOURCE OF MISERY:
All problems emanate from too much time NOT being spent in the NOW. Look around at all of the distractions, movies, phones, tablets, computers, book. 99% of your time is being spent either in the PAST movies or the FUTURE movies and experiencing the emotions of those movies. None of that time is productive. None of that time allows you to experience who you really are -- your Soul Pattern. You cannot experience resentment, guilt, depression, sadness, poor me, why me, anger or hate right NOW. You cannot experience anxiety, fear, nervousness, worry or what if right NOW. You must make a choice to play a PAST or FUTURE movie, in your mind, to experience those emotions. The truth is that you are addicted to doing so, just like you are addicted to checking social media on your smart phone. The dark side works overtime creating ways for humans to be distracted from their NOW, from their Soul Pattern, where all power to BE-DO-HAVE whatever your heart desires lives and breathes. MemGram® Processing can help you break free from this addiction but it requires an investment of time and money and a commitment to yourself. Are you ready for the life of your dreams? You deserve this. Do you believe that you do? Visit here for more details: https://www.biri.org/memgram/at-the-movies/

STRESS PATTERN IS REAL:

You must understand that your Stress Pattern is real. You are in a battle for your soul. Earth is a school, but we have free will regarding whether we choose to go to class and whether to graduate with honors.The Plan Against Your Life -- your Stress Pattern -- your MemGram® -- has and will do everything in its power to defeat you, to make your life hard, to make sure you be-do-have less than you deserve, to convince you that you are weak, make you feel weak, attempt to distract you, confuse you, cause you to be ill, cause financial and emotional distress because that is its purpose. However, it cannot take away what God gave to you -- The Plan For Your Life.

The only reason why The Plan For Your Life is not your life is because you are not fully aware of The  Plan Against Your Life and how it has manipulated and controlled you for XXX years. Read again the  Soul Pattern for #XXX. Then read again the Stress Pattern. Which do you choose? MemGram® Processing is the ONLY way to eliminate your Invisible Belief System which believes that happiness for you is your Stress Pattern, not your Soul Patten. The bottom line -- the plan that God set in motion to help you grow and train you for universe administration has been hijacked without you knowing about it. I will help you regain your power, your strength, your health. You are the most important investment that you will ever make. Do not make the mistake of believing that you cannot afford it. That is the trap.

***

MEMGRAM® TRACKER

I apologize for missing this at the very beginning of your Processing. It is time to record your progress by completing the MemGram® Tracker Questionnaire. If you can please submit the data as though you had yet to begin MemGram® Processing it will be more accurate.

http://client.biri.org
File #: XXX -- GET FILE # FROM LISA
Birth Date: XXX

Click EDIT so you can open and submit data for the MemGram® Tracker Questionnaire.

***

It is time to redo your MemGram® Tracker so we can calculate your inner progress. Please use the file info below to submit an updated MemGram Tracker Questionnaire.

http://client.biri.org
File #: XXX -- GET FILE # FROM LISA
Birth Date: XXX

***


MOVING ON UP

It is time to move up to MemGram® Level-XXX. Give the dissolution of this Chain a few days to settle into your consciousness. Situations that we have discussed on MemGram® Level-XXX will still occasionally continue to appear, but it will happen less frequently as you continue your MemGram® Processing.

***
 
When you are ready to move up to MemGram® Level-XXX so you can see what your MemGram® is  using against you now that you are smarter and wiser to the Plan Against Your Life, use this link to submit a new MemGram® Questionnaire:

When you are ready, go to this link to submit a new MemGram® Questionnaire: http://client.biri.org
File #: XXX
Birth Date: XXX

If you need to quit and re-enter the file later, remember to make a note of the File #.

***

When you are ready to move up to MemGram® Level-XXX so you can see what your MemGram® is  using against you now that you are smarter and wiser to the Plan Against Your Life, use this link to submit a new MemGram® Questionnaire:

When you are ready, go to this link to submit a new MemGram® Questionnaire: http://client.biri.org
Use the same file # listed above to input your data.

If you need to quit and re-enter the file later, remember to make a note of the File #.

Let me know when you have submitted your data.

***

Since you don't have a computer, I have attached the MemGram® Level-XXX questionnaire. If you prefer, you can complete it and fax it to Lisa at 530-463-8744 instead of submitting the data via computer.

***

Time for today's session was XXX - XXX.

NEW RATES:

Effective 1/1/18 my per minute rate moved to $2.95 but I left you at the old rate while you were in Level-XXX. My schedule is getting so crowded that I must adhere to the $2.95 rate for everyone.
If you want to continue at the old rate I can transfer you to Caroline Minkowski RN who is building her MemGram® Processing practice and works at the $1.95 rate. She is really good. However, if you stay with me, please note that I despise having sessions that last more then 30 minutes so we will work hard to keep it limited to that. I look forward to continuing with you if that is your choice. You are making HUGE progress and I appreciate sharing this wondrous journey with you.

***

HMA RETEST:

Assuming that you started on your HMA regimen soon after your HMA consult, you are due for an HMA retest. You should stay on your current regimen until we see your HMA Retest results. If you deplete a product that you are taking prior to your retest you may consider not refilling it if you have less than 30 days before we will be viewing your retest results otherwise please refill and continue at least until we discuss your retest results. Contact Lisa 888-221-4116 or lisak@biri.org or: https://www.biri.org/shop/hair-mineral-analysis/ to order your HMA Specimen Kit.

***

Based on your MemGram® Chart, I highly recommend that you do a Hair Mineral Analysis.

HAIR MINERAL ANALYSIS (HMA):

The Hair Mineral Analyses (HMA) is an easy test to do. Order the HMA specimen kit and return it with a hair specimen. Mineral levels in your body are an all-important factor for establishing overall wellness of the body. Everything comes from minerals. Minerals are the basic building blocks of the body. So go your minerals, so goes your body -- often ending up in a disease state when in reality it all started with
 
improper mineral ratios that should have been noticed and corrected years earlier. Minerals are the  FIRST domino. Most symptoms later in life are the result of unbalanced mineral ratios earlier in life. If your mineral ratios are out of balance, no amount of right anything is going to have a lasting effect until you fix those ratios.

You cannot get this info from blood, urine or saliva. For example, the body will "rob Peter to pay Paul" for years to keep the blood normal. Blood is your lifeline. The body will rob from less critical areas to provide what the blood needs to remain normal. This may create symptoms, like the ones you are reporting, but they won't be life-threatening symptoms like it would be if your blood falls out of normal ranges. This is why you can feel terrible and still have a blood test that is "normal."   https://www.biri.org/hair

You may order the specimen kit from BIRI, or from Healthy Habits. The specimen kit from Healthy Habits includes a pre-paid personal consultation with my office if desired (highly recommended): https://www.healthyhabits.com/product/hair-mineral-analysis-kit/

SYMPTOMS

If your sinus/ear issues do not improve soon, I highly recommend that you do a urine/saliva test known as the BIA® (Biological Immunity Analysis®). This will allow us to be much more specific regarding what you should eating/drinking to bring balance back to your chemistry. More info here: http://bia.biri.org

***

BIOLOGICAL IMMUNITY ANALYSIS® (BIA®)
Our conversation has convinced me that you should consider doing a BIA® at your earliest convenience. What you need is a way to measure your progress as well as to measure how far down on the scale you are starting. You also need to know what it is about your body chemistry, the inertia, that is resisting your progress. Standard medical tests and blood tests are not sensitive enough to detect this information. There is no better test than the BIA®, a soil analysis applied to the human body by using urine & saliva. I first learned of this test back in the early 1970's. I am as excited about its benefits now as I was then. It is absolutely amazing what the BIA® can tell you about why you have your problems and what you can do about it.

How did this happen to me? Ever ask yourself this question regarding the symptoms you are experiencing or the disease that your doctor says you have? Why you?

Why you is a combination of your attitudes, beliefs, lifestyle and environment (ABLE). The attitudes with which you approach life are so important regarding what kind of body you create. Your beliefs about yourself and your future determine much of what you experience physically and emotionally. Your lifestyle;   how you treat your body by what you put into it and the stress you put it under determine the symptoms and diseases you have or don't develop. Your environment is also critical; the people, places, circumstances and events with which you daily interact has a huge determining factor on your physical health.

You need a way for your body to speak to you and tell you what is wrong and what is causing it. Modern tests can't do this. They might be able to tell you what is wrong, but they don't tell you why. They also don't tell you what you need to do to hopefully correct the problem. The only answer will be poisonous drugs, damaging surgery or caustic chemotherapy. When is the last time you saw anyone poisoned into health?

I am Dr. Martin, Executive Trustee of an amazing public foundation, Biological Immunity Research Institute, which I founded in 1976 to archive my ongoing research started during my 20+ years of operating a natural health clinic in downtown Scottsdale, AZ and another 20 years of independent research after retiring from the clinic. I retired from the clinic in 1994 and placed our research and 
teachings into the foundation web site so it could be available to everyone long after I leave this physical dimension.

Most people are trained to think that the cure is in a pill, capsule, powder or tablet, however, I highly recommend that you do the BIA® (urine/saliva test). It will tell us why you are experiencing your symptoms and what you can do about it, naturally, to restore balance back to your body chemistry. It is crazy to spend money on products that you don't know if you even need them. It is best to apply science to understand what is causing your symptoms. After we get your test results, I will consult with you by telephone. You will receive the reports by Internet. You will be given exact instructions regarding what to eat, drink and learn to help you achieve greater wellness.

Here are some links to help you better understand what is the BIA®: http://bia.biri.org
http://www.biri.org

We encourage you to read these BIA® ebooks available at the below link: http://support.biri.org

*** The Curse Causeless Shall Not Come
*** Don't Eat The Yellow Snow (also available for Kindle)
*** Nutripathy® - The Natural Solution To Your Health Dilemma (also available for Kindle)
*** Health Guide To Survival
*** No Time To Die
*** Know Your MemGram® (Also available for Kindle)

BIA® SPECIMEN KIT OPTION:

We send a specimen kit to you. You then return it via overnight FEDEX. This is a great way for you to experience the BIA® results and decide later if you want to opt for the personal lab kit to do your retests or learn how to test others. The specimen kit is less expensive in the short-term, but you have the added costs of the overnight FEDEX. First test consultation is $195 and retests are $95. Family add-on consultations are discounted. Information regarding this option of doing the BIA® is at: http://testme.biri.org

If the first test indicates that frequent retesting is required for best compliance, you may ask about obtaining your own personal lab kit to save the overnight shipping fees. The lab kit is simple to use and each test only takes minutes.

***

Depending upon where you live, there may be someone with a lab kit to enable you to have your testing done locally but still use our on-line software to submit your data. We will analyze your data, create the reports and send the report links to you. After printing and reviewing the reports, you will call my Assistant, Lisa 888-221-4116 to arrange for a telephone appointment to review the reports. First test w/consultation is only $145 and retests are $70 when you are having the test done locally. Same family discounts apply.

***

You have already been tested by XXX, so you have obviously taken advantage of the LOCAL TESTING OPTION above. Now, we need you to submit your personalized data so we can put that together with your BIA® results to prepare your report.

***
 
You have already submitted your data so there is nothing left to do except return the specimen kit using the instructions enclosed with it. Please contact Lisa 888-221-4116 or lisak@biri.org or go to http://testme.biri.org to order your BIA® Specimen Kit.

***

You have ordered the BIA® Specimen Kit which will be sent to you today. Now, we need you to submit your personalized data so we can put that together with your BIA® results to prepare your report.

***

Please submit your data using the following link and data:

No matter which of the above BIA® options you choose, submit your data at the following link: http://client.biri.org

File #:  
Birth Date : Yours (MMDDYYYY)

Please complete the following tabs:
Client Data
General Symptoms MemGram® Questionnaire
MemGram® Tracker Questionnaire
BIA® Questionnaire

If you need to close the file and re-enter at a later time to finish the data input, remember to write down the File #, then you can use the following link to re-enter your file:

http://client.biri.org File #: Yours
Birth Date: Yours (MMDDYYYY)

***

You have already submitted your data so there is nothing left to do except return the specimen kit using the instructions enclosed with it. Please contact Lisa 888-221-4116 or lisak@biri.org or go to http://testme.biri.org to order your BIA® Specimen Kit.

***

If you decide to not do the BIA®, I highly recommend that you at least do a Hair Mineral Analysis (HMA). Even if you do the BIA® it is important to do the Hair Mineral Analysis. It is a completely different test than the BIA®.

***

Because you do not own a computer, we have attached the paperwork you need to complete and return to us. Remember to return the paperwork to us. Do not send it with your specimen kit.

***

BIA® RETEST:

It is time to do a BIA® retest. Your first test was pretty bad and enough time has gone by that there should be a noticeable shift in your chemistry that will necessitate a change in recommendations. Hopefully we will see a nice improvement in your Metabolism Efficiency, Reserve Energy, Biological Age and more! Please contact Lisa to order your BIA® Retest Specimen Kit or use this link: https://www.biri.org/shop/bia-retest/

SPRX®:

I highly recommend that you take the SPRX® as listed in my previous MemGram® email. Your SPRX® Rating (XXX%) is over the 40% level that we use to gauge whether or not these remedies will have the desired effect. They will greatly assist your being able to connect with the appropriate MemGram® flashbacks and may also be used to slow down events if they start coming at you too fast and heavy. To slow down a crisis response, simply take each SPRX® in reverse order, waiting 2 minutes between each one.

MEMGRAM® PROCESSING FORUM

Don't forget that there is a MemGram® Processing Forum where you can learn more and ask questions. The first time you must register and wait for approval, but after that all you need to do is login and enjoy! The link is: http://forum.biri.org

BECOME A MEMGRAM® PROCESSOR

You would make a tremendous Certified MemGram® Processor and it could provide a nice income to you. It is never too late to use your years of experience and dues-paying school of hard knocks to benefit those around you. It is the quickest way to propel yourself to the heights desired.
http://certification-memgram.biri.org

BIO-COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS®

Have I mentioned the Bio-Compatibility Analysis® for you and whoever else you interact with that you could use some help understanding the relationship dynamic? If not, please download the App from the iOS or the Android App Store. You will find it incredibly helpful for social relationships or work relationships. If you need a consult, they are available at any time.

NAME COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS

The continuation of your Name Compatibility Analysis is attached.

***

Let me know when you want your next installment.

REVIEWS

There are many reviews posted by MemGram® Processing clients who care enough about you that they have shared their experiences to help you muster the courage to continue. Be sure to read them: https://www.biri.org/memgram/testimonials

MASTERS MEDITATION

Here is something I first encountered in the late 1970's. I suggest you listen to each of these tracks several times. Then do the Technique daily:

https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/audio-menu/masters-meditation password: client

RENEW SOL COMMITMENT
 
Renew your commitment to the Secrets of Living audios.

CONSIDER LISTENING TO SOL

Considering listening to the Secrets Of Living series. This is a series of recordings that I used to propel me to be as successful as I desire to be.
https://www.biri.org/audio-files/

I hope these Audios do as much for you as they did for me. There is a reason for the 7 listening requirement. Studies show that you have to hear a recording at least 7 times before you have heard all of it. The reason is that what you hear periodically triggers a flash-back or a flash-forward and you "go to the movies" for a few seconds, all the while missing what is being said on the recording.

Only about 5% of the people asking for Audio #1, will still be there asking for the Audio #12. Interestingly, it is the same 5% who, at age 65, are financially independent. The other 95% at age 65, to continue to survive,   must depend upon welfare, family, friends, social security, or continue to work.

Which % will you be in?

CHECK INVOICES

Don't forget to check your invoices to make sure the session rate has been discounted from my regular $2.95 to $1.95 because YOU ARE A SPECIAL PERSON!

USE LINK TO EDUCATE

As promised, please use this link to access Lesson #1 that may give you the assistance you need to help educate your neighbor friend. Also feel free to answer the questions yourself to receive Lesson #2: http://www.elc.org/pdf/1-Laying-The-Foundation.pdf

DEGREES

Regarding becoming a Certified BIA® Practitioner, you need to enroll in BIA® Certification Apprentice Level-1. You will find this information in the BIA Certification & Training section of your info packet. The cost is $905. After that you need to complete the Certified BIA® Practitioner - Level - II course which is $1650. You will then be a Certified BIA® Practitioner and will receive a certificate indicating such for your diploma wall.

Regarding becoming a Certified MemGram® Processor, you need to enroll in the Level-1 MemGram® Apprentice curriculum. You will find this information in the BIRI WEBSITE MEMGRAM® INFO packet. Cost is $995. Our agreement with Kathy Scogna, widow of Joseph Scogna -- founder of SAF (basis of MemGram® Processing) is that we will send 100% of this MemGram® Processing Apprentice Level-1 tuition to her and you will be enrolled in and receive all of her SAF Level-1 materials which you can do with what you want You will also receive all of our MemGram® Processing Level-1 Apprentice curriculum materials which you must complete in order to move to Certified MemGram® Processor Level - II) which upon completing you will be a Certified MemGram® Processor and will receive a professional certificate indicating such for your diploma wall.

Consider getting a Doctor of Nutripathy (DN) and Doctor of Nutripathic Philosophy (PhD) degree from: www.NorthAmericanUniversity.net which should serve you well regarding giving you the education you need plus the third-party certification you can use to establish authority and credibility.

We are conducting an amazing research study of Scalar Energy. You will find more information at: https://www.biri.org/scalar-healing -- I believe you are a candidate for our Research Group. As part of this protocol, you will receive 5 FREE Scalar Connect sessions. If you enjoy the benefits, you may elect to continue at your discretion.
 

HERE IS GOOD ONE

First, you are mad about it and don't know why. Then, you are mad about it and you know why.
Then, you are mad about it but you expect it because you know why. Then, you expect it and are not mad about it.
Then, you expect it and you learn to unemotionally deal with it. Then, you wonder where it went.

Isn't Knowing Your MemGram® grand?

URINE pH & SALIVA pH:

Use the pH Strips (HH) or the Purification Test Strips (LF) to record both your Urine pH and Saliva pH at approximately mid-morning and send the results to me. If you have the Acidity Test Kit (LF) then also do that test at the same time of day so I can get an idea of how well your new dietary changes are lowering the acidity level which is responsible for almost everything you feel is wrong about your body.

ADVANCED CoQ10

Here is a link to learn about a product that we had to source way down in Australia but it is worth it! It only took a few days of using it and I quickly became a believer just like Joy said I would. If you experience fatigue you need this product.
http://Q10.biri.org

MOVIE / AUDIO LINKS

Use the link below to view a private movie/audio for your use only. Do not share this link with anyone. Please keep this information confidential. This viewing is only for you, not for the general public. If you   find this series as informational as I do, I urge you to purchase the DVD or the series. Let me know when you complete the viewing and I will provide the password for the next in the series. This is an eye-opening adventure.

THE TRUTH PROJECT

Here is the link I promised you for The Truth Project: http://truth.biri.org password: member
password for Lecture #1: truthpass

Please keep this information confidential. This viewing is only for you, not for the general public. If you find this series as informational as I do, I urge you to purchase the DVD series -- available on Amazon. Let me know when you complete the Lecture #1 Study Guide and I will give the password for Lecture #2 to you. This is an amazing learning adventure.

THE TRUTH PROJECT CONTINUING

Let me know when you have completed the Study Guide for Lecture #XXX and I will give the password for Lecture #XXX to you.

VICTORIOUS CHRISTIAN LIVING

Here is the link I promised you for the Victorious Christian Living series.
http://vcl.biri.org password: client 
password for Lecture #1: godpass1
 
Please keep this information confidential. This viewing is only for you, not for the general public. If you find this series as informational as I do, I urge you to complete the 12 lecture series, but only after you complete the Study Guide for each lecture. Let me know when you complete the Lecture #1 Study Guide and I will give the password for Lecture #2 to you. This is an amazing learning adventure.

VICTORIOUS CHRISTIAN LIVING CONTINUING

Let me know when you have completed the Study Guide for Lecture #XXX and I will give the password for Lecture #XXX to you.   Please keep this information confidential. This viewing is only for you, not for the general public. If you find this series as informational as I do, I urge you to complete the series, but only after you complete the Study Guide for each lecture.

EXCESS NEWS MAKES YOU SICK

Here is an interesting movie to get your wheel turning. Notice how drained you feel when watching the news or spending too much time on social media. Quit being an energy generator for the dark side! https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/movies-menu/excess-news-makes-you-sick

***

CANCER -- THE SECRET CURE

Here is an interesting movie to start you realizing how much of a sitting duck we all are and to consider detoxing our insides on a regular basis. Contact me when you finish this movie and I will give you a follow-up movie to help you do the best detox available.

http://CSTC.biri.org   password: clientCTSC

Let me know when you finish this movie. I have one more link to give to you.

***

THE SCIENCE OF FASTING

Fasting has been around for centuries but here is the research to back up what we already knew regarding the beneficial effects. When you watch this movie let me know and I will forward a fasting regimen to you that has helped thousands to a better life.

http://TSOF.biri.org   password: clientTSOF

Let me know when you finish this movie. I have one more link to give to you.

***

BROKEN BRAIN

Research is showing what our office has known for 40+ years -- the brain is influenced by digestion and the status of the gut. Here is an informative movie series that is very enlightening. Let me know when you have finished the movie and I will send the link and password for the next movie to you.

#1: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: client
#2: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: brain2
#3: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: Brain3
#4: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: broken
#5: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: broken5
#6: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: Broken6
#7: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: Broken-7
#8: https://www.biri.org/wellness/movies/the-broken-brain   password: broken-8

***

THE BORAX CONSPIRACY

http://bxc.biri.org

***
	
CHARLIE "TREMENDOUS" JONES

This is a blast from the past that delivers much leadership wisdom. Let me know when you have finished this movie and I will send you the password to view his other movies.

#1 http://jones-tpol.biri.org   password: JONES-TPOL
#2 http://jones-wwylylf.biri.org password: wwyllf
#3 http://jones-us.biri.org   password: usthts

***

THE REAL SKINNY ON FAT

This is a series that will assist you in gaining the knowledge necessary to reclaim your desired weight. Let me know when have finished this movie and I will send the password to view the next movie.

http://trsof.biri.org
password client	Episode-1 password: TRSOF-1

http://trsof.biri.org
password client	Episode-2 password: TRSOF2
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-3 password: trsof-3
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-4 password: TRSOF-episode-4
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-5 password: trsof-episode-5
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-6 password: TRSOF6
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-7 password: EPI7
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-8 password: episode8
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-9 password: EPISODE-9
http://trsof.biri.org

password client	Episode-10 password: Epi-10
http://trsof.biri.org

***

GOODBYE FAT	

password client	Episode-11 password: EPI11

This series of 12 audios will provide you with knowledge you need to achieve your desired weight. Let me know when have listened to this audio 7 times and I will send the password for the next audio:

#1 http://GBFS.biri.org   password: Client-GBFS-1

***

DIABETES EPIDEMIC

This is a 10 Part series that will assist you in gaining the knowledge necessary to deal with your elevated blood sugar once and for all. Let me know when have finished this movie and I will send the password to view the next movie.
 
#1 - Diabetes - The Black Death http://diabetes.biri.org   password:client   password: diabetes-1

TRUTH vs FALSEHOOD AUDIO

I have been aware of the Applied Kinesiology Technique (muscle testing) for many years but have never fully appreciated it until I downloaded the Kindle Book, Truth vs Falsehood, by Dr. David Hawkins, a very successful medical doctor and spiritual teacher. I encourage you to obtain the book or audiobook from Amazon. The below link is the audiobook, except in this case, instead of the audio being just the reading of the book, it is an amazing interview with Dr. Hawkins to which you will want to listen again and again. The audio is several hours long so be sure to make note of where you stop so you can easily return to that location the next time you listen. 


THE CHARISMA CODE MOVIES

I recently subscribed to an excellent series and I immediately thought of you. The first six are free. I highly recommend that you watch the first free series and move on to the actual course. I am willing to share it with you for a fraction of the cost until you realize the benefits of the course and can then invest in your own subscription. You can decide after you watch Episode-6. This will help you put your life on top.

http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-1  password: rapport-1
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-2  password: influ02
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-3  password: isoexo3
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-4  password: trust04
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-5  password: reticact5
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-6  password: speech06
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-7  password: getstart7
http://tcc.biri.org  password: client  Episode-8  password: makemost-8

Blessings... 
Dr. Martin
Executive Trustee
Biological Immunity Research Institute
 https://www.biri.org 
http://www.My3Words.org
888-221-4116

NOTICE:   This message is addressed to you as a fellow Member of the Biological Immunity Research Association (BIRA). This private communication is protected by our right to contract and the United States of America [unincorporated] Constitution and is meant to be read only by a BIRA Member. If you are not a BIRA Member or the intended recipient, please stop reading and discard this document. No diagnosis or treatment for disease is intended. Any observations or comments made by Dr. Martin are for general educational purposes only and simply represent Dr. Martin's personal opinion regarding what he would do if he personally had the same concerns as the recipient of this message. Please see a licensed health practitioner for all diagnoses, treatment and information concerning prevention, cure or restorative health care. Dr. Gary A. Martin holds DN, DSc, PhD and PScD degrees. He is not a medical doctor. He has retired from his busy wellness clinic practice of 20 years. He is still active with his Foundation (Biological Immunity Research Institute) and assisting Healthy Habits in the proper formulation of their fine products. This information is for educational purposes only. It is not meant to cure, treat, prevent disease, nor prescribe or to be used for diagnosis. Please be aware that you accept all risk associated with using any of the protocols suggested by Dr. Martin.





=========================
 MEMGRAM® SESSION NOTES
=========================

Please click REPLY, submit your data and click SEND.
Start it now and send sometime between now and next session.

=================================================

Client Name: Session Date: MemGram® Level:
Chain: (Please Enter Your Chain Here.)

=================================================
REALIZATION / INVISIBLE BELIEF SYSTEM DISCOVERY I HAD:

Enter data here.






=================================================
ACTION I NEED TO TAKE:

Enter data here.
 




=================================================
REACTIONS I NOTICED FROM PPCE TO MY ACTION:

Enter data here.

